Infrachain - Blockchain projects gain momentum | web version

Infrachain explains the 2020 roadmap of the organization: through the
deployment of DLT for the public sector to the collaboration with the
OECD and the European Blockchain Service Infrastructure, discover
Infrachain's will to broaden Luxembourg & EU Blockchain horizon.

“What started as an industry-led initiative kicked-off by Digital
Luxembourg is today a well-recognized driving force in the
blockchain ecosystem.”

Infrachain Challenge pushes application development for the Public Sector
Blockchain
Infrachain, the Luxembourg-based Blockchain association launched under the Digital
Luxembourg initiative, announces the launch of the 1st edition of the Infrachain Challenge.
The Infrachain Challenge is a hackathon focused on Blockchain. It is organized by Infrachain
in collaboration with EY and with the support of the Ministry for Digitalisation. The Challenge
takes place at The LHoFT (Luxembourg) on 23 & 24 September.
The inaugural session of the Infrachain challenge focusses on the Public Sector Blockchain
developed by the Ministry for Digitalisation.

TOKEN is a project funded by the EU Horizon 2020 programme. TOKEN is an acronym for
"Transformative Impact Of BlocKchain tEchnologies iN Public Services". The project is
developed by a consortium comprising 11 entities from 8 EU member States, including
Infrachain. The total funding allocated to TOKEN is EUR 3,78 mio.
The project aims at developing an experimental ecosystem to enable the adoption of
Distributed Ledger Technologies (DLT) as a driver for the transformation of public services
towards an open and collaborative government approach. TOKEN focuses on four highly
replicable use cases that are commom to many Public Governments across Europe.

“INFRACHAIN ADDRESSES THE
CRITICAL CHALLENGES IN THE
BLOCKCHAIN AREA”
Dane Marciano, CEO of Affidaty, tells us
more about his company and the reasons
why it joined the Infrachain initiative.
He notably focuses on the most efficient
uses of the blockchain technology.

“BLOCKCHAIN IS NOW BECOMING
PART OF OUR DAY TO DAY”
Adrien Rollé, Partner & CEO of Finimmo
Luxembourg SA, tells us why his company
joined Infrachain and discusses the
challenges and advantages of the
blockchain technology.

“CREATING A LONG-TERM
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE FOR
LUXEMBOURG”

“DEVELOPING NEW BUSINESS
MODELS BASED ON COOPERATION
AND COLLABORATION”

The Infrachain interview series continues
with Said Fihri, Partner at KPMG
Luxembourg, who tells us more about the
current blockchain challenges, its
advantages and the next step for the
trendy tech.

Iulian Nita, PhD (Manager, Technology
HUB, Blockchain Architect, at Grant
Thornton Luxembourg), tells us more about
the blockchain technology: its benefits,
challenges, and Grant Thornton's
implication in the Infrachain initiative.
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